
 
 
  
 
  

My NASA Data - Lesson Plans

Summer of Heatwaves 

  

Overview

The extreme temperatures during July 2022 prompt students to investigate a model that displays
historical heat wave frequency data to discover the importance of defining terms when interpreting
data.

Technology Requirements

Internet Required
One-to-One (tablet, laptop, or CPU)
Teacher computer/projector only

Procedure

1. Have students read each of the sections: Extreme Air Temperatures, Frequency of Heat
Waves, and Counting Heat Wave Days. 

1. Each section has information followed by questions for the students to answer.
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2. Have students answer the questions.

2. Lead students through the final section, Counting Heat Wave Days.

1. Have students answer the questions.

Extreme Air Temperatures

The month of July in 2022 was certainly one for the record books in terms of extreme heat in the
United States.  Extreme heat events lasting a few days to weeks at a time are occurring more
frequently in major cities across the world and can have detrimental impacts on public health. NASA
data can help forecast and monitor these events. 

A heat wave is a period of abnormally and uncomfortably hot and usually humid weather. What is
considered “uncomfortable and unusual” depends on where you are located and the typical
temperatures and humidity conditions that your location experiences. To be a heat wave, the
abnormally warm conditions should last at least one day, but typically a heat wave has been defined
to last from several days to several weeks.

There are many human risk factors associated with prolonged periods of excessive heat. To better
understand how heat waves are connected to Earth’s changing climate system, Earth scientists use
long-term, model-based analytical tools. These model-based tools are combined with meteorological
observations to track heat waves. One such tool is the GEOS Model which uses mathematical
equations to represent physical processes in the atmosphere. This allows analysis of atmospheric
conditions even in remote regions where meteorological observations are limited.  This provides
critical information about the scale of the heat wave to better evaluate and understand the impact on
communities as well as on the Earth’s energy budget.

The first section begins with an article from NASA Earth Observatory "July of Extremes,"  including
an animation of Daily Maximum Surface Air Temperature across most of the Western Hemisphere in
July 2022. It was produced by combining satellite observations with temperatures predicted by a
version of the Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) global model.  The darkest red areas
indicate temperatures of more than 104°F (40°C).
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A July of Extremes. Source: NASA Earth Observatory. Video Length:
0:04 | https://mynasadata.larc.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/inline-images/HeatWave_0.gif

1. Describe the daily maximum air temperature in the continental United States during the month
of July in 2022.

2. Identify evidence provided in the graphic that supports the claim that the July 2022 air
temperatures were extreme and out of normal expected temperature ranges.

3. Describe one impact excessive heat has on your local community.

Frequency of Heat Waves

Heat wave frequency data has been developed using the GEOS Model.  This climate statistic
produced by the Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) at NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center is measured using percentile values.  Percentiles are used when you are
interested in the distribution of data as opposed to simple averages, especially when looking
for extremes within the data range such as extreme heat. 

Teachers, refer to the Summer Heat Waves video. This animation shows data retrieved from
GMAO Climate Statistics to display how the frequency of summer heat waves has changed
during the past three decades (1991-2021).

  

  Video: Summer Heat Waves (1991 - 2021)  
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Video

  

  

Summer Heat Waves (1991 - 2021) | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2e7UHr6bsk | Source: My
NASA Data

1. View the video Summer Heat Waves (1991-2021). 
2. Explain the difference between darker versus lighter colors on the map in context of what it

reveals about the weather at a particular location.
3. Choose one state/region and identify a year that experienced the worst heat wave conditions

over the previous three decades?  - Compare this to another state/region.
4. Using the data above, describe two ways that summer heat waves have changed over the

past thirty years.

5. Using either one of the changes you described above, describe the following: a) an ecological
impact, and b) a human impact.

Counting Heat Wave Days

As shown by the graphic below, a heat wave is defined by evaluating the distribution of
historical average daily temperatures at a particular location.  To determine if a day qualifies
as being part of heat wave, the average daily temperature at that location is put into context
within the range of average temperatures observed on that calendar-day.  If that day’s
average temperature is greater in value than 90% of all the recorded average temperatures
on that calendar-day, it may be counted.  When three days in a row qualify to be counted,
they are then added to the plotted “Number of Days with Heat Wave Conditions”.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2e7UHr6bsk


 

Infographic explaining the concept of exceeding the 90th percentile in context of a range of
mean. Source: My NASA Data | https://mynasadata.larc.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/inline-
images/Infographic.png

6. Explain why the statistic of heat wave frequency relies on average temperatures retrieved
from a calendar-day.

7. Explain the statistical significance of having a temperature being recorded above the 90th
percentile.

8. Describe how the data above would change if the threshold definition of heat wave frequency
was altered to only include days with temperatures above the 95th percentile.

9. Explain the importance of establishing a shared definition/criteria when trying to identify
patterns and correlations in datasets.

Answers:

Teachers who are interested in receiving the answer key, please complete the Teacher Key Request
and Verification Form. We verify that requestors are teachers prior to sending access to the answer
keys as we’ve had many students try to pass as teachers to gain access.
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